Tenorshare Updates iPhone Data
Recovery with iOS 8, iPhone 6 and 6
Plus supported
NEW YORK, N.Y., Sept. 18, 2014 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tenorshare has updated
iPhone Data Recovery to V6.0.0.0, the superstar iOS 8 photo recovery
software, featuring an all-new user interface and revolutionary new
technologies that make it possible to recover data from all iOS 8 devices on
Windows or Mac.
The new version of iPhone Data Recovery introduces two more file types.
Besides recovering contacts, call history, photos, videos, messages, etc.
from iPhone series. The version 6.0.0.0 enables you to restore Viber call
history and Viber messages as well.
“Tenorshare iPhone Data Recovery is the number one iOS file recovery software
in the world,” said Mike Lee, Tenorshare’s CEO. “The pioneering technology
and personalized UI design make it loved by all Apple fans. We will
continuously try our best to make it better.”
The new version is available in Tenorshare’s official website already.
Customers can download it there directly.
Key features added in Version 6.0.0.0:
1. Version is compatible quite well with iOS 8. Apple’s iOS 8 comes with new
messages and photos features. The new version can recover photos from all iOS
8 installed iPhone devices.
2. Launch specialized version for iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus. Considering the
different hardware parameters, Tenorshare unveils iPhone 6/6 Plus Data
Recovery, optimizing file recovery rate.
3. Recover Viber call history and messages. Whenever you’ve lost call
history, images, video and audio media messages in Viber, you can recover it
instantly with the new version.
4. Fully new user interface (UI). Tenorshare UI designers took their time in
an effort to resign the UI. The new UI is simpler and more intuitive to go
with.
The other features of Tenorshare iPhone Data Recovery 6.0.0.0:
1. 16 types of iPhone files supported. Such as contacts, call history,
messages, notes, photos, videos, recordings, calendar, bookmarks, etc.;
2. 3 recovery modes provided. Recovering data from iOS devices, restore file
from iTunes backup, get back data from iCloud backup;
3. Preview photos, messages, notes, etc., before recovery.
About Tenorshare:
Founded in 2007, Tenorshare is a global leader in iOS data recovery field.
Their iPhone Data Recovery, is the most popular iOS device data recovery now.
It provides Windows and Mac based software, including data recovery, PDF

tools, video converter, system repair, system optimization, etc. For more
information, visit our website: http://www.tenorshare.com/.
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